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Sunday Feb. 28 - Friday Mar. 4

WELCOME
Steve and Lee Farrar join us in our Command. Your orders: Clear the Decks! We’re heading west! Leave
winter behind and join the FDCC in San Diego. Set on 28 acres of Coronado Island, fronted by sandy
Pacific beaches and backed by Coronado Island’s convenient Orange Avenue and the ever interesting city
of San Diego, the Hotel Del Coronado is a 4 diamond, full service hotel that has been hosting groups and
delighting families for 125 years. All our meeting needs will be met by “The Del” allowing us to relax on
site all week and giving you the option of NOT renting a car.
San Diego is at the far southwest of our country, 120 miles south of Los Angeles and just 15 miles north
of the Mexican border. The climate is mild, rarely too hot or too cold and, dare we say it, mostly sunny.
Expect springtime temperatures and cooling ocean air. The San Diego lifestyle is relaxed and outdoorsy,
with the many beaches and parks drawing its citizens and tourists to the sunshine and ocean breezes. In
general, pack for 70 degree daytime temps and much cooler evenings. This is not a tropical destination so
pack to be comfortable with layers to add as needed. It’s California: bring jeans! Resort style is the right
dress at the hotel. San Diego is usually sunny so do bring hats, sunglasses, and sunscreen.
Coronado Island sits just offshore of downtown San Diego, connected by an impressive bridge, and is only
a ten minute drive from downtown to the Hotel Del Coronado, or The Del, as the locals say. The Del sits
on the Pacific Ocean side of the island, fronted by a lovely sandy beach and surrounded by charming and
very expensive bungalows, eclectic restaurants, and delightful shops. To the north is a huge Naval Base
and to the south is the Navy Seals Training Center so expect loud and close flybys when the Navy pilots
practice and exciting ‘seal watching’ as the trainees take their runs along the beach.
The Hotel Del Coronado was built in 1888. Its iconic red roof is famous all around and its long legacy of
serving guests well makes it a very special place to stay. The hotel is one of only a few remaining wooden
Victorian Hotels and is on the National Historic Register, which means it has character. Sometimes
that’s called charm. Expect some “charming” surprises if you book the original building - windows in
funny places, maybe a huge closet and a small bath or maybe the opposite! If that sounds too wild for
your tastes, ask for the California Cabana or Ocean Towers buildings. No matter where you stay, expect
the standard of excellence to be met. All the rooms are well appointed, the beds very comfortable, the
amenities all there. The Del is pet friendly, so consider bringing your travel wise cat or dog. Come to The
Del and spend the week on the shores of the Pacific.
We can’t wait to see you!
Bob and Erin Christie
Convention Chairs

In a hurry to get your room?
Click Here.

PROGRAM
We have assembled a forward looking series of programs with the theme, “Waves of Change, Oceans of
Opportunity.” Here are some highlights from the plenary sessions:
• “Fantastic Voyage:” The New Biotech/Human Interface and Resulting Legal Challenges.
• Go to the movies and learn ethics while being entertained by seasoned trial lawyer and award winning
movie producer Anita Modak-Truan as she presents what she learned at the movies about ethics and
professionalism.
• Trial Masters is presenting two separate programs. One will be demonstrative, a show and tell of effective courtroom techniques in various trial scenarios by the best of the best Federation courtroom lawyers. The second Trial Masters panel will be led by Neil Goldberg, who will recount lessons learned from
defending the target airline defendant in a catastrophic case arising out of a major airline disaster and the
legal and media challenges the defense team faced. The award winning trial judge that presided over the
case will also join us.
• We’ll dissect the legal complexities of the Aurora theatre shooting from both the civil and criminal side,
featuring one of the prosecutors that handled the death penalty phase and from the lawyer defending the
premises liability claim against the theatre owners.
• NED Talks--that’s right, NED Talks, will feature four of our own members, plus a decorated United
States war veteran presenting short and powerful heart felt talks on determination, balance, integrity,
hope, and fear common to all lawyers, common to life.
• Learn from a group of our past Presidents who will share in short powerful bursts what they wish they
had known when they joined the Federation, that they know now—vintage wisdom from our past leaders.
• Surprise Opening Keynote Speaker on Monday morning.
• Closing Keynote Speaker Michael Rogers: The Practical Futurist on Thursday.
Section meetings run Tuesday through Thursday, starting at 8:00 am and ending at 9:00 am. There are
5 offerings on Tuesday, 5 on Wednesday, and 4 on Thursday. Pick your area of interest and attend one
each day. We are starting them later to ensure time for breakfast after a good night’s sleep. Our Section Chairs and Vice Chairs have worked hard to provide insightful and relevant presentations, so let’s
support them. There will be a full 30 minutes of networking time between the Section meetings and the
beginning of the plenary sessions, just what members have been asking for. Remember, we are navigating
waves of change in this ocean of opportunity. So sharpen your saw, shiver your timbers, and learn something new!
Ned Currie
Program Chair

DAYTIME

...Your week
in review,
The relaxing
part.
Our afternoons and evenings are for
fun! San Diego offers fun galore so we
are serving it up for you. You will find
all of our organized activities listed just
before the calendar pages, along with
other recommended sites and adventures
on Coronado Island, in San Diego and
beyond.
Of course, there will be golf, tennis,
and a fun run. The golf tournament is
Wednesday at the seaside Coronado
Golf Course directly adjacent to The
Del. We bought the place out so we will
enjoy FDCC camaraderie at a course
that is beautiful and friendly to all, plus
it is close, assuring that you are back at
the hotel in time for the night’s
festivities.

NIGHTLIFE
SUNDAY

Evening plans start on Sunday when, after your travels, you will be greeted like the
dear friends you are with our new concept, Registration & Welcoming Reception,
a come-as-you-are, casual, & delicious Street Taco and Margarita buffet. Complete
your registration, see old friends, and find refreshments all in one comfortable, central location. Registration will be open until 9:00. Don’t miss this!

MONDAY
Monday is the Introduction of New Members and the President’s Reception. We
will have a gorgeous view of the Pacific from the Sun Deck for this grand kickoff
event. Imagining the Sun Deck as the deck of a ship, we have a nautical theme in
mind for President Steve’s night. Dress for the President’s Reception is typically
jacket and tie, or dresses, so plan on that, but since this is an outdoor venue, add a
topcoat or dresscoat to your ensemble for a classy and comfortable evening on the
deck. Celebrate Steve and Lee’s first convention of his Presidental Year.

TUESDAY

The town of Coronado has many fun places to dine so we give you a chance to go

out on the town for the traditional Dine Around night on Tuesday. Everything from
French to Fish Tacos is available within walking distance. A car or cab can take

you to San Diego’s waterfront or gaslamp district, or up to La Jolla for more dining
options. See some of our suggestions are included in this brochure. Save room

for dessert because we will all gather together for the greatly anticipated and much
loved Dessert Party back at the hotel.
...
The kids will be
treated to a fun magic show this evening,
along with their dinner.

WEDNESDAY

Wednesday night is sure to entertain as we step back to the 20’s for a Speakeasy
at the Del evening of jazz, flappers, and fabulous food in the magnificent Crown
Room. This is a theme night with legs! There will be entertainment, music, frivolity, and a great opportunity to dress the part. Find a beaded dress, long pearls and a
feather hairpiece, or your zoot suit and fedora and get in the mood.

THURSDAY
Thursday, we will close with class at our Pacific Rim Dinner Dance in the beautiful
oceanview Ballroom. Our view will be the Pacific Ocean and our menu will take us
on a culinary cruise around the Pacific Rim. Suits and cocktail dresses will do justice to the elegant surroundings. The night finishes with dancing to the nine piece
band, NRG.

AFTERNOON
ACTIVITIES

Read through all your options,
check the calendar for times and conflicts,
then make your plans for adventure,
relaxation, and fun.

Sail the Seas on the
Star and Stripes!
Come sailing in San Diego Bay on
the International America’s Cup Class
(IACC), Stars and Stripes. It is fully
restored to its racing days glory and is
fun and FAST. At 80 feet long and 17
feet wide, it is comfortable and stable.
The volunteer crew is excellent and will
guide you as you crank the winches and
take turns at the helm. Before boarding, you will learn some America’s Cup
history from Captain Lynn and his crew.
We promise you will love this special
afternoon on the bay. Lee Farrar gives it
two thumbs up!
No experience is necessary. Sailors must
be over age 5. Wear deck shoes or other
non-marking (no black soles) sneaks,
and add a few layers to stay warm in
what we hope is a nice sailing breeze.
Sunglasses, sunscreen, and a cap are
smart, too. Stars and Stripes provides
beverages and allows you to bring your
own snacks on board.
Bus transportation to Shelter Island and
a box lunch are included.
M, T, W, or Th. 12:30-4:30
Cost $143.00

Be “Boys in the Boat”! Self Defense Lessons
Get a taste of the sport of crew in our
first ever FDCC Learn to Row event.
The University of San Diego girls crew
team is your host at their boathouse in
Pacific Beach. After a short land lesson
on ergs, you will team up with a coxswain and two rowers from USD and 6
of your FDCC friends to take an “eight”
out on the protected waters of Mission
Bay. Learn how to pull an oar and work
together to make your boat fly under the
excellent coaching the USD staff. The
final fun will be a friendly race back to
the boathouse. Actual coaching time is 2
hours, about 1/2 hour on land, and 1:30
on the water. This might be the start of a
whole new you!
You must be able to swim - there are no
life jackets in rowing! This is for everyone, boy, girl, short, tall, old, young but
not less than 16 years or over 240 lbs,
please. Wear stretchy, close fitting clothes
like what you might wear running. No
baggy shorts because they will get caught
in the slides. You’ll want a cap, sunglasses, and sunscreen. Wear sneaks for the
land lesson and socks in the boat.
Bus transportation to Mission Bay and
box lunch + extra waters provided.
Monday or Tuesday, 12:30-4:00.
Cost $93.00

Everyone should know these simple
ways to protect yourself against an attacker so this is open to everyone! We
will learn from a 10th degree martial
arts instructor just what to do to disarm
and disengage an attacker. Our FDCC
member, Victor Anderson, and his
martial arts instructor will lead all of us
through these simple tactics and moves.
This will be popular so we are offering 2
one-hour sessions on Monday afternoon
at The Del.
Wear comfortable clothes, something
you don’t mind getting pulled and
tugged. We will provide safety goggles
(the eyes are a target). We are all the
right age and size and temperament for
this very important class, so sign up!
Monday 1:30-2:30
or second session 3:00-4:00.
Cost $ 55.00

The San Diego Zoo!
Do we really need to say more about this
famous zoo? It was one of the first to
give animals a more natural habitat and
it continues to improve its park and outreach to help all of us humans know &
love our animal friends. The zoo covers
100 hilly acres housing 3,700 animals
in a lush garden of over 700,000 plants.

We will provide the bus and group entry
ticket, you provide your own experience. You could “add on” by going to the
website, sandiegozoo.org, and looking
under experiences for something special,
or just enjoy all the animal action and
beauty an afternoon stroll through the
zoo provides.

Fun Run

The bus will leave The Del at 1:00 and
leave the zoo in Balboa Park at 4:00
beating traffic and getting you back in
plenty of time to dress for the Pacific
Rim Dinner Dance. Entry ticket provided at group rate.

Ride the ferry to USS
Midway Museum

Thursday, 12:30-4:30
Cost $72.00 adults/$63 for 3-11 yr. old

Tennis Tournament
Tournament Chair Richard Leslie has a
great afternoon planned on the courts.
Box lunch provided, minimum of 16
players.
Tuesday 12:00-4:00
Cost $63.00

Golf Tournament
We bought out the Coronado Golf
Course, adjacent to the hotel, for your
enjoyment. Spend the afternoon with
your friends along the shores of Glorieta
Bay. Clark Hudson is our Golf Chair.
Wednesday 12:30-5:30
Cost $208.00
includes cart and lunch

Chairs, David and Ilene Jaroslaw lead
this run /walk. It’s a flat route, so get out
with your FDCC friends and start your
day on the good foot!
Thursday 7:00-8:00
No charge

We highly recommend visiting the USS
Midway for its breathtaking size and
enormous importance in our military
history. The exhibits are impressive as is
the view from the four acre flight deck.
You be the navigator on your self-guided
tour of the Midway and the San Diego
Waterfront.
Our bus will transport you to the other
side of Coronado Island where you will
hop on the ferry for a short ride across
the bay. There are two drop off docks
on the San Diego side. We will catch
the ferry that takes you directly to the
Midway pier. From there it is a short
walk to the aircraft carrier. Return via
this dock or wander south, along the
waterfront to the dock at the convention center for your return ride. Catch
the ferry back and the bus will bring
you home to the Del. If you want to
walk the length of Orange Avenue,
continue your stroll another 1-1/4 miles,
past the shops and restaurants on this
lovely boulevard. We will provide a map
highlighting recommended spots on the
waterfront and Orange Avenue.
Tuesday 1:00 departure. Consult ferry
schedule for your return timing.
Tuesday, 1:00-5:00
Cost $42.00

Sand Castles
on the Beach
We have hired a man who does nothing but build Sand Castles for a living and he will teach us how to do the
same! Not really. He will teach us to
build sandcastles, though. Stroll down
to The Del beach and have some fun
building epic sandcastles. Imagine how
impressed the kids (and grandkids) will
be next summer when you show off your
new building skills. All ages, all abilities!
Tuesday 3:00-5:00
Cost $25.00

20’s Style
Make getting ready for the theme
party an event in itself ! Let a professional stylist give you the smokey eye
and crimped hair to make your Roaring 20’s style come together. We will
enjoy a class of bubbly in the Convention Chairs’ suite as the stylists put
the finishing touches to our 20’s looks.
Bring your hair accessories, feathers, and
headbands. Limited to 20 women.
Tuesday 4:00 - 6:00
More information is forthcoming.

Book Club
Come to book club and join the
intelligent, enthusiastic, insightful
conversation with FDCC readers.
Whether you read the book or not, it
will be time well spent. The book is yet
to be decided. The discussion will be led
by Mary Alice Collins. Dress is casual.
Wednesday 10-11:30
No charge

The Mike Neil Tour
This is a most unique opportunity to
spend an afternoon with Mike Neil, better known as The General, as he shows
us his favorite historic places in San Diego. Begin at Cabrillo National Monument where the first Europeans arrived
on the West coast and see the original
lighthouse museum and the expansive
vistas of Point Loma. From there, it
is on to The Presidio, the Spanish Fort
built in 1769 to learn more about the
Spanish expansion into this area. The
Mission de Alacala is the next stop. It
is California’s first mission and is the
beginning of the El Camino Real that
ends 600 miles and 21 missions later in
the wine country of Sonoma Valley.
After all that history, a refreshment is in
order so Mike has a plan! The oldest bar
in San Diego will be your last stop of
the afternoon. This will be fun!
Limited to 25 adults. Our bus will
provide transportation. Bring ID and
spending money for the no host bar.
Thursday 12:30-4:00
Cost $28.00 +

Hand Craft
and Company
Wendy Trigg hosts a long time favorite;
gathering for conversation and hand
craft. Bring your project, perhaps knitting, or sketching, or beading, and join
this group for a relaxing and informative time. Learn new skills and share
your knowledge and rest up after all the
sporty offerings listed above!
Wednesday 1:00-2:00
No cost

Learn the History
of the
Hotel Del Coronado
The enthusiastic docents from the Coronado Historical Society will guide you
through the Hotel, telling the stories
and secrets of its 126 year history.
Wednesday 2:00-3:30
Cost $20

Yoga
Relax, restore, and energize with a wellrounded Hatha Vinaysa Flow yoga class,
taught by our own Vicki Gaebe, Registered Yoga Teacher. Experience the joy
of practicing with your fellow members
in a class suitable for all levels of FDCC
yogis.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
8:30 to 9:30
Cost $6.00 for all three classes

SUP
Give Stand Up Paddle Boarding a try!
SUP Coronado will outfit you with
board, life vest and optional wetsuit,
then take you out on the calmer San
Diego Bay side of Coronado, at Tidelands Park, for an exciting 1 1/2 hour
excursion. Multiple instructors will
let the faster among you go ahead and
stay close to those of you who are more
tippy as you find your balance and inner
strength. This can be a workout or as
easy as a stroll; you decide. SUP is great
fun for all ages and most fitness levels.
Wednesday 1:45-4:00
Cost $78
Minimum 6 people must sign up, maximum 25

Walking Tour of
Coronado Island
Whether your interest is history, architecture, gardens, or gossip, this walking tour is certain to entertain. Join a
docent from the Coronado Historical
Association for a 90-minute stroll on
the island.
Monday 2:00-3:30
Cost $15

Surfing Lessons
Have you always wanted to learn to
surf ? Here is your chance to try it California style.
Soft Board and full wetsuit provided by
our Coronado Surfing Academy instructors, all you need to bring is courage and
balance. Our FDCC surf lesson is right
on our beach so there is no bus to ride,
just ride the waves! This is 90 action
packed minutes, with a maximum of 30
minutes on land and the other 60 in the
ocean. 12 surfers per session. We will
fill one session before opening another.
Right on our Beach, Tuesday 2:00-3:30,
3:00-4:30 only if first session fills.
$50 per person

Bridge
You know if Bridge is your game. Try
your hand with the FDCC players!
Monday 1:30-5:00
Cost $20.00

Sunday
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FEB 28

8:00-11:00 Early Committee Meetings
• Sites Committee: 8:00-9:30am
• Bylaws: 8:00-9:30am

• Finance & Budget Committee 8:00-9:30am
• Admissions Committee 8:00-11:00am

10:00–4:00 Board Luncheon & Meeting
1:00-9:00 Registration Open
4:00-9:00 Registration & Welcoming Reception
A come-as-you-are, casual & delicious Street Taco and Margarita buffet.
Complete your registration, see old friends and find refreshments all in one
comfortable, central location. Registration will be open until 9:00.
Don’t miss this!

Monday
Schedule

FEB 29

7:00-10:00 Breakfast in the Crown Room

Plenary
8:30-12:00

8:30–8:45 Welcome to the Convention
• Steven E. Farrar, FDCC President, Smith Moore Leatherwood, LLP, Greenville, South Carolina
• Robert L. Christie, Convention Chair, Christie Law Group, PLLC, Seattle, Washington
• Ned Currie, Program Chair, Currie Johnson Griffin & Myers, P.A., Jackson, Mississippi.

8:45-9:00 Recognition of Special Friends
• Steven E. Farrar, FDCC President, Smith Moore Leatherwood, LLP, Greenville, South Carolina.

9:00–10:00 “What I Learned at the Movies
about Ethics and Professionalism”
This is NOT your “I have to sit through an hour of ethics” presentation. Ethics
and professionalism go to the movies as successful trial lawyer and award-winning
independent filmmaker Anita Modak-Truran delivers an entertaining, sometimes
humorous and always thought-provoking presentation on ethical situations that
continually confront us as lawyers. Using clips from legal-based movies that set up
and demonstrate ethical problems and dilemmas, Mrs. Modak-Truran will launch
a discussion of hot button rules of professional responsibility in the litigation and
business context. Bring your popcorn and Milk Duds while enjoying this “Federation Monday Ethics Matinee.”
• Anita Modak-Truran, ButlerSnow, Nashville, Tennessee.

10:00–11:00 “Fantastic Voyage”:
The New Biotech/Human Interface and Resulting Legal Challenges
“Fantastic Voyage” is a 1963 science fiction movie about a medical team in a submersible shrunk to microscopic size and injected into a human being in order to
save his life. It was pure science fiction then that a biotechnical device a little larger
than a blood corpuscle could be used to treat disease or injury. But no longer. Today there is a wide array of existing and rapidly developing science fiction-like medical biotechnology that interfaces with the human being. Taking different forms,
this biotechnology includes brain to computer interface, smart dust, smart tattoos,
microscopic drones, and human skin wristbands for disease prevention, detection
and treatment. All are capable of transmitting data from on and inside the body to
a computer or wearable device app. Some are capable of being controlled externally.
While this new technology will change our lives, these changes will not be without

Monday
Schedule
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FEB 29
significant legal challenges. When the technology does not work as planned and
there is a misdiagnosis, does the patient have legal recourse? If so, against whom?
What will this technology do to the doctor-patient relationship and resulting
testimonial privileges? And the data. When a nano-device inside the body transmits information to a compute or app, who owns the information, and what are the
privacy implications? What happens when that data is hacked? The program will
describe the waves of change offered by these technologies, how they will interface
with the human being, and the type of data that will be transmitted. The panel will
prompt your preparedness to accept and take on the new legal challenges arising
from this technology.
• R. Matt Cairns, Gallagher Callahan & Gartrell, Concord, New Hampshire
• Jeanette L. Dixon, Manning & Kass, Ellrod, Ramirez, Trester, LLP, New York, New York
• Edward D. Ruff III, Pretzel and Stouffer, Chicago, Illinois
• Francis “Frank” Deasey, Deasey Mahoney & Valentini, Ltd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
• Keely E. Duke, Duke Scanlan & Hall, PLLC, Boise, Idaho

11:00-12:00 Surprise Opening Keynote Speaker
Naval Base San Diego is the principal homeport of the United States of America
Pacific Fleet. With approximately 46 to 60 naval ships, Coast Guard cutters, military sealift command logistical support platforms, research and auxiliary vessels and
over two hundred individual commands, San Diego is everything naval. The opening distinguished keynote speaker will come from the command structure of this
naval branch of our country’s armed services. But why is the identity of our speaker
a surprise? You’ll have to be there to find out. Prepare to join the ship’s crew and be
inspired by our commanding speaker.

10:00-1:00 Registration Open
12:30-2:30 P&O Committee Lunch
12:30-4:30 Learn to Row
12:30-4:30 Sail the Seas on the Stars and Stripes
1:30-5:00 Bridge Club
1:30-2:30 Self Defense Techniques Everyone Can Learn
- Session 1

Monday
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2:00-4:00 Registration Open

3:00-4:00 Self Defense Techniques - Session 2
4:15-6:30 New Members Reception
This invitation only event is our traditional opportunity to welcome our new members and have them introduce themselves to the officers and board members.
Jackets, no tie for the men. Dresses for the ladies.

6:30-9:30 Children’s Party
6:30-9:30 The President’s Reception
We have a gorgeous view of the Pacific from the Sun Deck for this grand kickoff
event. Imagining the Sun Deck as the deck of a ship, we have a nautical theme in
mind for President Steve’s night. Dress for the President’s Reception is typically
jackets for men and dresses for women, so plan on that but since this is an outdoor
venue, add a topcoat or dress coat to your ensemble for a classy and comfortable
evening on the deck.

Tuesday
Schedule

MAR 01

7:00-10:00 Breakfast in the Crown Room
Corporate Member Group Breakfast Table

7:30-12:00 Registration Open
8:30-9:30 Yoga

Sections

8:00-9:00 ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION
Putting the “Alternative” Back Into ADR: Creative Techniques for
Mediation, Arbitration, and Expedited Trials That Work
ADR’s original intent was to provide an inexpensive shortcut to resolving disputes
without proceeding through all the steps of traditional litigation. Unfortunately,
ADR has now just become another tedious step in laborious litigation. Mediations
are filled with meaningless posturing, hopeless brackets and a fixation on the midpoint. Arbitration has matched full-blown litigation for cost and length of time to
resolve. Summary jury trials are in the ADR statutes, but they never happen. Now,
four of our members who have successfully broken the mold on the tried and true
will share how they have made early and complicated mediations work for plaintiffs
and defendants, arranged cheap and quick arbitrations, and found a way to get back
in the courtroom for a fair expedited trial.
• Sonia L. Bjorkquist, Osler, Hoskin, & Harcourt, LLP, Toronto, Ontario
• Kay Gaffney Crowe, Barnes, Alford, Stork & Johnson, Columbia, South Carolina
• Bradish J. Waring, Nexsen Pruett, LLC, Charleston, South Carolina
• Clinton W. Thute, Ameriprise Auto & Home Insurance, Arizona

CONSTRUCTION LAW SECTION
Cameras in the Examination Room?
Level the Playing Field with the Use of IME and Surveillance
While Keeping the Plaintiff from Turning the Tables on You
The defense often employs independent medical examinations to level the playing
field when a personal injury plaintiff or plaintiff ’s counsel presents debatable injury
claims. But what response can the defense make when Plaintiff ’s counsel attempts
to videotape and even attend the IME? Or hire an outside company to monitor
the exam? This roundtable discussion will include the developing law on what is
becoming a hot button issue for motion practice in personal injury litigation. Throw
in surveillance and issues of the exchange and use of social media, and you will be
equipped when these plaintiffs’ tactics are used against your client.
• Salvatore J. Desantis, Molod, Spitz & Desantis, PC, New York, New York
• Kevin G. Faley, Morris Duffy Alonso & Faley, New York, New York
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8:00-9:00 MANAGEMENT, ECONOMICS, E-COMMERCE,
& TECHNOLOGY SECTION:
SMALL FIRM PRACTICE IN THE 21st CENTURY:
Challenges, Advantages, Opportunities.
Many would be surprised at how many Federation lawyers practice in small firms.
Well, be surprised no more, because four small-firm Federation members have come
together to open your eyes to a world where lawyers wear multiple hats and employ
cutting-edge strategies on an every-day basis. Small firm practitioners face many
different challenges, enjoy some distinct advantages, and often experience unique
opportunities that our colleagues in mid-size and larger firms do not. How do small
firms provide Federation-quality representation to their clients yet enable their
practitioners to maintain a high quality of life? In what ways can a small firm track
its metrics to increase productivity? How does a small firm remain consistently
aware of what advantages it has and what its limits are? Why engage small firms?
Finally, would you believe that a small firm can be a valuable asset for collaborative
representation with mid-size and larger firms? Our Panel looks at these questions
and other aspects, including ethical issues related to marketing, management, and
technology from the small firm perspective. Join the panel for a lively discussion,
shared knowledge and depart with a new understanding which will benefit your
practice whether you are in a large or small firm.
· Christian J. Steinmetz, III, Gannam, Gnann & Steinmetz, LLC, Savannah, Georgia
· Kile J. Turner, Norman Wood Kendrick & Turner, Birmingham, Alabama
· David J. MacMain, The MacMain Law Group, Malvern, Pennsylvania
· Alison R. Christian, Christian, Dichter & Sluga, Phoenix, Arizona

Tuesday
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8:00-9:00 COMMERCIAL LITIGATION SECTION AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SECTION:
Sticks and Stones May Break One’s Bones,
but Words Can Ruin a Business:
Protecting Your Client from Commercial Disparagement
What equitable remedies are available to businesses and their principals for commercial disparagement, defamation, usurpation and other reputational injuries?
This roundtable discussion will survey the case law of various jurisdictions and their
respective pleading requirements, burdens of proof, defenses, damages analyses and
forms of relief. The presentation will focus, in part, on the developing law governing
claims arising from opprobrious Social Media communications and domain usurpation, plus the strategy of paring a company’s litigation team with its public relations
advisers.
• Kevin C. Cain, Zizik Professional Corporation, Westwood, Massachusetts
• Michael Q. Walshe, Stone Pigman Walther Wittmann LLC, New Orleans, Louisiana
• Sidney J. Hardy, McCranie Sistrunk Anzelmo Hardy McDaniel & Welch LLC, New Orleans, Louisiana
• Amy Gorton, Tower PR, Los Angeles, California
• Gerald B. Kline, Cohen Pollack Merlin & Small, P.C., Atlanta, Georgia

EXTRA-CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY SECTION:
Your Clients Don’t Have To Be Homer Simpson:
Strategies for Avoiding Preventable Bad Faith
We’ve all seen it. A client finds itself in a real or threatened bad faith situation
because of an entirely preventable mistake. Even with better hiring practices than
Montgomery Burns of the Springfield Nuclear Plant, the insurer’s employees make
a preventable mistake. What can you as a lawyer or claims professional do to reduce
the risk of bad faith occurrence, and when it happens what can you do to mitigate
the situation? Join our panel of industry insiders and outside counsel for a roundtable discussion with audience input on how best to address these situations.
• Andrew Downs, Bullivant Houser Bailey, PC, San Francisco, California
• Lola Hogan, CPCU ARM ARe, Lola Hogan Insurance Consulting, LLC, Pacific Grove, California
• Meg Weist, EMC Insurance Companies. Avon, Connecticut
• Marcus Snowden, Snowden LLP, Coverage Counsel, Toronto, Canada

Tuesday
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8:00-9:00 PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY SECTION AND
HEALTHCARE PRACTICE SECTION:
Arbitrating Professional Liability and Healthcare Cases:
Welcome to the Wild West
In the professional and health care arena, should the defense lawyer arbitrate or
submit the case to a jury? This joint section panel will lead a discussion on the pros
and cons. If you choose to arbitrate, how do you get there by compelling arbitration
in federal and state courts? Is there an alternative non-jury route? The panel will
engage section members in arbitration procedures before and during the arbitration,
post-arbitration agreements, picking your panel and evidentiary considerations. The
discussion will include the Arbitration and National Practitioner Databank and
whether the arbitration is reportable.
• Gena L. Sluga, Christian Dichter & Sluga, Phoenix, Arizona
• Cynthia Castro, Vice President/Team Leader, RSUI Group, Inc., Sherman Oaks, California
• D. Jay Davis, Jr., Young Clement Rivers, LLP, Charleston, South Carolina

9:00-9:30 Networking Opportunity

Plenary
9:30-12:00

9:30-10:00 Past Presidents & New Member Introduction
• Steven E. Farrar, President, Smith Moore Leatherwood, LLP, Greenville, South Carolina

10:00-11:00 Trial Masters Program I: Avoid a Shipwreck
As trial lawyers, we spend months charting the course of the lawsuit. But there are
icebergs in the water – danger that is seen but the greater danger is unseen. How
do you prevent your case from becoming a shipwreck? What do you do when you
know there are bad facts and even worse documents that will be admitted in your
case? Do you tackle them up front? How? Can you put your case back together
when your corporate representative or significant company witness is called as an
adverse witness and falls apart on cross-examination before he/she is able to articulate the company story? You must discredit the opposition’s primary expert witness
during plaintiff ’s case in chief just to stay on an even playing field before you put
on your case. How do expert trial lawyers handle that? Conversely, you need one
of those primary experts to support your case. Can you turn him/her around? At
closing argument, do you try to pick-up all the pieces that may have hurt your case?
How do you deal with the amount of damages when the Plaintiffs have argued for
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millions of dollars? How should your strategies change in each of these danger
zones if you have very limited time? Our own expert Federation trial lawyers will
address these icebergs through actual demonstrations and critiques, providing real
examples of how to AVOID A SHIPWRECK.
• Sandra F. Clark, Mehaffy Weber Law Firm, Beaumont, Texas
• Robert “Rob” T. Adams, Shook, Hardy & Bacon, LLP, Kansas City, Missouri
• Tiffany M. Alexander, Campbell Campbell Edwards and Conroy, PC, Erwyn, Pennsylvania
• Victor R. Anderson, III, Haight Brown & Bonesteel, LLP, Los Angeles, California
• Molly Hood Craig, Hood Law Firm, LLC, Charleston, South Carolina
• Deborah “Deb” D. Kuchler, Kuchler Polk Schell Weiner & Richeson, LLC, New Orleans, Louisiana
• Thomas “Tom” E. Bazemore, Huie, Fernambuck & Stewart, LLP, Birmingham, Alabama
• Stephen C. Pasarow, Knapp, Petersen & Clarke, Glendale, California

11:00-12:00 Trial Masters Program II:
Anatomy of the Defense of a
Catastrophic Case: Lessons Learned
A commercial passenger aircraft traveling from Newark, New Jersey to Buffalo,
New York crashed into a house at it approached its Buffalo destination, killing all
forty-nine aboard and one person on the ground. Federation member Neil Goldberg and his law partner, Jack Freedenberg, defended the passenger airline in the
ensuing lawsuits for wrongful death. This was the first major trial of a catastrophic
aviation disaster in thirty years. The disaster and legal proceedings were played
out with high emotion in the local media, aided and abetted by plaintiffs and their
lawyers. We will be taken into the trial-prep war room by the defense team, and
into the courtroom by the distinguished New York state court judge, Honorable
Frederick Marshall, who presided in the case. We will see the unfolding of the
defense team’s theme development, dealing with the media, containing the punitive
damages claims, and the critical selection of a jury from a pool peppered by constant
bombardment of media attention. Judge Marshall will provide us with an invaluable view of the case from the bench and discuss critical rulings he made resulting
in a settlement after nine weeks of trial for an amount close to that offered before
the trial began. As a result of the manner in which he presided in the case, Judge
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Marshall was given a judicial excellence award. You will be given a rare behind the
scenes view of how a high profile case can be successfully defended, while at the
same time experience the rarest of occasions to hear from the very judge who presided in the case. The defense team will share and educate us with the hard earned
lessons they learned from the ordeal of defending the case in the glare of intense
circumstances.
• Neil A. Goldberg, Goldberg Segalla LLP, Buffalo, New York
• John F. “Jack” Freedenberg, Goldberg Segalla LLP, Buffalo, New York
• Hon. Frederick J. Marshall, Supreme Court Justice, 8th Judicial District, Buffalo, New York

10:30-12:00 Spouse Hospitality Hosted by Lee Farrar
12:30-2:30 Foundation Board Lunch Meeting
12:30-1:30 MDR and State Reps Lunch Meeting
12:30-4:00 Tennis Tournament
12:30-4:30 Learn to Row
12:30-4:30 Sail the Seas on the Stars and Stripes
1:00-4:30 USS Midway Museum
and San Diego Waterfront
2:00-4:00 Surf Lessons
2:00-4:00 LMC and LMC Grad Program Meeting
2:30-4:00 Foundation Committee
3:00-5:00 Sand Castles on the Beach.
5:00-8:30 Dine Around
8:30-10:00 Dessert Party
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7:00-10:00 Breakfast in the Crown Room
Insurance Industry Group Breakfast Table

8:30-9:30 Yoga

Sections

8:00-9:00 REINSURANCE, EXCESS AND SURPLUS
INSURANCE SECTION and INSURANCE
COVERAGE SECTION
Rescind, Defend or Deny: Misrepresentation Remedies
When an insurer discovers during a claim investigation that the insured made a
material misrepresentation in the application, the insurer’s usual response is to seek
a judicial rescission of the policy. But is rescission requesting voidance of the policy
the only remedy available to the insurer? What if the independent agent and not
the insured made the misrepresentations in an application not signed by the insured? Can the insurer- for strategic reasons – forego rescission and simply deny
the claim based upon the material misrepresentations, and then assert the misrepresentations as an affirmative defense in the insured’s bad faith suit? If so, what are
the critical considerations favoring use of the misrepresentations as an affirmative
defense as opposed to rescission? This panel will lead a unique roundtable discussion of the rarely if ever discussed distinction between these two misrepresentation
defenses. The panel will also discuss the law and strategies necessary for coverage
counsel to make an informed recommendation to the insurer for rescission or affirmative defense, and what defense counsel needs to know in defending the bad faith
suit. This is a must see program for insurance coverage and bad faith counsel.
• C. Michael Johnson, The Johnson Insurance Law Group, LLC, Atlanta, Georgia
• Lola Hogan, CPCU ARM Are, Pacific Grove, California
• J. Lee Wright, QBE North America, Irvine, California
• Lee Murray Hall, Jenkins Fenstermaker, PLLC, Huntington, West Virginia

TOXIC TORT –
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SECTION:
Amphibian Attack:
Plaintiffs’ Increasing Use of the Reptile Theory
This presentation will discuss what the Reptile Theory is and why the plaintiff ’s
appeal to emotions and community danger should not be allowed in the courtroom.
This roundtable discussion will address the various Reptile tactics the plaintiffs’ bar
attempts to use, and what the defense can counter with to kill the snake.
• Kurtis B. Reeg, Goldberg Segalla LLP, St. Louis, Missouri
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PROPERTY INSURANCE SECTION
Analysis of Property Insurance Coverage Issues
That Arise Out of Extreme Weather Events
Although a subject of constant debate, many scientists are predicting that climate
change is and will be destabilizing the United States meteorological system, and will
cause extreme weather events such as epic floods, hurricanes, tornadoes, hailstorms
and wild fires. Needless to say, if those predictions hold true, property insurance
carriers are likely to be seriously impacted. This open forum will explore and engage
members with emerging legal issues and coverage questions resulting from claims
arising out extreme weather events. Discussion points include proving or disproving
weather related property claims through the use of qualified experts, the latest technological advancements, the use and misuse of public insurance adjusters, evolution
of the appraisal process and assignment of insurance benefits.
• Mike Kiernan, Traub, Lieberman, Straus & Shrewsberry LLP, St. Petersburg, Florida
• Joyce C. Wang, Carlson, Calladine & Peterson, LLP, San Francisco, California
• William R. Lewis, Butler Weihmuller Katz Craig, LLP, Tampa, Florida
• W. Neil Rambin, Sedgwick, LLP, Dallas, Texas

PREMISES AND SECURITY LIABILITY LAW
SECTION AND TRANSPORTATION SECTION
Why Can’t We All Just Get Along? The Perils of In-Fighting in
the Defense of a Catastrophic Loss
The panel discussion in this unlikely paring of sections will be generated from a
fictitious catastrophic loss case and three scenarios arising from the fact pattern.
The panel will lead a group discussion from the varying perspectives of the insured,
the primary insurer, excess insurer, and the attorneys representing each. The questions to be discussed include who has the duty as opposed to the right to control
the litigation, the primary or excess insurer when it is known that excess limits are
implicated but the primary insurer has not exhausted its limits of liability. What
potential ethical issues arise between defense counsel and oversight counsel? What
are the potential coverage and bad faith issues the insurer must navigate while the
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defense team, at the same time, tries to achieve the best outcome for the claim?
Come and learn how to lead your client in the catastrophic case to a momentous
result.
• Sean W. Martin, Carr Allison, Chattanooga, Tennessee
• Jennifer D. Eubanks, Canal Insurance Company, Greenville, South Carolina
• Kurt M. Rozelsky, Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP, Greenville, South Carolina

APPELLATE LAW SECTION AND LIFE,
HEALTH, AND DISABILITY SECTION
Strategies for Seeking or Opposing Discretionary
Appellate Review
This roundtable discussion will be based upon a hypothetical case scenario regarding under what conditions trial and appellate counsel may want to seek discretionary interlocutory appellate review of critical rulings made by the trial court during
litigation. What factors should defense counsel consider, such as cost, delay, client
benefit, impact on the broader development of the law, and whether the particular
case has the right ultimate issues for an interlocutory appeal? The panel will lead a
discussion that includes Section 1292(b) certification, Rule 54(b) certification, the
collateral order doctrine, class actions, and issues of certification to a state supreme
court. The panel will also address what defense counsel can do when the shoe is on
the other foot, opposing plaintiff ’s petition for interlocutory appellate review.
• Anthony J. Zarillo, Jr., Riker Danzig Scherer Hyland Perretti LLP, Morristown, New Jersey
• Kimbley A. Kearney, Clausen Miller P.C., Chicago, Illinois
• Charles T. Frazier, Jr., Alexander Dubose Jefferson & Townsend LLP, Dallas, Texas
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9:00-9:30 Networking Opportunity

Plenary
9:30-12:00

9:30-10:05 WISDOM IN A BOTTLE: I WISH I HAD
KNOWN THEN WHAT I KNOW NOW!
Prepare to be motivated, educated, entertained, and enthralled as a “few good” past
Federation Presidents share over 200 collective years of hard-earned wisdom and
experience on law practice, life in the Federation, and life in general. Each former
Federation President will share in 1 to 2 minute snippets, or in 1 to 2 words, what
they wish they had known when they joined the Federation, that they know now.
Derive the benefit from what our past-Presidents wish they had known then, that
you can employ now. Enjoy wisdom from these “vintage bottles” for what was a very
good year when they served as President of our beloved Federation.
• Lewis F. Collins, Jr., Butler Weihmuller Katz Craig, LLP, Tampa, Florida
• John R. Trigg, Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell LLP, Denver, Colorado
• Jack T. Riley, Jr., Johnson & Bell, Ltd., Chicago, Illinois
• John R. Woodard, III, Coffey, Senger & McDaniel PLLC, Tulsa, Oklahoma
• William C. Roedder, Jr., McDowell Knight Roedder & Sedge, LLC, Mobile, Alabama
• Robert V. Dewey, Jr., Peoria, Illinois
• Jean M. Lawler, Murchison & Cumming, LLP, Los Angeles, California
• Victoria H. Roberts, Meadowbrook Insurance Group, Scottsdale, Arizona
• Steven L. Barney, TrueNorth ADR, LLC, Petoskey, Michigan
• Michael T. Lucey, Gordon & Rees, LLP, San Francisco, California
• Dan D. Kohane, Hurwitz & Fine, PC, Buffalo, New York
• F. Thomas Cordell, Frailey, Chaffin, Cordell, Perryman, Sterkel, McCalla & Brown, LP, Chickasha, Oklahoma
• Edward M. Kaplan, Sulloway & Hollis PLLC, Concord, New Hampshire
• Michael I. Neil, Neil Dymott Frank McFall & Trexler APLC, San Diego, California
• Timothy A. Pratt, Boston Scientific Corporation, Marlborough, Massachusetts
• Douglas G. Houser, Bullivant Houser Bailey, PC, Portland, OR
• D. Dudley Oldham, Norton Rose Fulbright, Houston, TX
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10:05-11:00 NED Talks
Whether a lawyer, banker, or candlestick maker, there are certain emotions and
traits that we experience as we journey through life. Join us for this unique plenary
session based upon the TED Talks® format by our five speakers, one of whom is a
Congressional Medal of Honor recipient, who each will offer an intensive talk on
determination, balance, integrity, hope, and fear.
• Victor R. Anderson, III, Haight Brown & Bonesteel LLP, Los Angeles, California
• Elizabeth F. Lorell, Gordon & Rees, LLP, Florham Park, New Jersey
• Robert A. Biggs, III, Biggs Ingram & Solop, PLLC, Jackson, Mississippi
• Lauren S. Curtis, Traub Lieberman Straus & Shrewsberry LLP, St. Petersburg, Florida
• Rear Admiral Ray Smith, USN (Ret.)

11:00-12:00 AURORA!
At 12:05 a.m., “The Dark Knight Rises” began playing at the Century 16 movie
theater at the Aurora, CO Town Center. Attending moviegoers dressed as characters from this popular Batman sequel. Twenty-four year-old James Holmes, thinking himself dressed as the Joker, bought a ticket and seated himself in the theater.
After the movie began, he left through an emergency exit, propped open the door,
got dressed in riot gear and re-entered the theater. He tossed gas canisters and
began shooting into the crowd. Unsuspecting moviegoers initially thought it was
a stunt. In the horrifying aftermath, twelve people were killed and fifty-eight were
injured. Holmes was tried for the mass murder and mayhem, was convicted and
sentenced to life in prison. Multiple suits for wrongful death and personal injury
were filed against the theater. Be prepared to be spellbound as the Deputy District
Attorney from the prosecutorial team in the criminal case walks us through the
tragic events leading up to the shootings, while going into the mind of the shooter
as he carried out his plan. What evidence swayed the jury in its deliberation leading
to the conviction and what was the impact of the shooter’s insanity defense? But
the presentation will go much further than focusing on the shooter. We will hear
about the impact on the victims and the families of the deceased. The program will
then segue into how such a criminal trial can impact the defense of the civil action
brought against the movie theater where such crimes are increasing with horrifying
frequency. In light of the emotionally charged nature of the shootings, the impact
on the victims, and the claimed insanity defense to the criminal charges, how can
lawyers defending a civil case mount an effective defense? How can evidence from
a criminal case such as Aurora play out in a civil case arising from the same event?
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Rounding out this presentation will be the potential insurance coverage issues arising in the civil suit. With multiple deaths and a large number of injuries, how can
an insurer deal with limits of liability potentially less than total exposure in such
cases?
• John P. Rahoy, Brown & James, PC, St. Louis, Missouri
• Stacy A. Broman, Meagher & Geer PLLP, Minneapolis, Minnesota
• Lisa Teesh-Maguire, Rocky Mountain Victim Law Center, Denver, Colorado
• Kyle P. Seedorf, Taylor Anderson LLP, Denver, Colorado

10:00-11:00 Book Club
10:00-12:00 Registration, Last Chance!
12:30-5:00 Golf Tournament at Coronado Golf Course
12:30-4:30 Sail the Seas on the Stars and Stripes
1:00-2:00 Hand Craft & Company
2:00-3:30 Historic Tour of Hotel Del Coronado
4:00-6:00 20’s Styling in the Suite
5:00-9:00 Children’s Party - Magic Show
7:00-10:00 Speakeasy at The Del:
Theme Party & Federation Silent Auction
We step back to the 20’s for an evening of jazz, flappers, and fabulous food in the
magnificent Crown Room. This is a theme night with legs! There will be entertainment, music, frivolity, and a great opportunity to dress the part. Find a beaded
dress, long pearls, and a feathered hairpiece, or your zoot suit and fedora and get in
the mood.
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7:00-8:00 Fun Run
7:00-10:00 Breakfast in the Crown Room
8:30-9:30 Yoga

Sections

8:00-9:00 CIVIL RIGHTS AND PUBLIC ENTITY
LIABILITY SECTION AND
INSURANCE COVERAGE SECTION
BLOCKBUSTER: The Innocence Project and the Righting of
Wrongful Convictions: Causes, Civil Consequences and Resulting Coverage Issues
The increasing prevalence of wrongful criminal convictions has generated substantial
civil litigation brought by persons declared innocent after years, sometimes decades,
of incarceration when they were convicted for crimes they did not commit. These
claims present substantial civil liability for counties, municipalities, and government
officials involved in the alleged wrongful conviction. Significant insurance coverage
issues and a potentially large number of liability insurers, depending upon years of
incarceration, may be implicated and litigated by and against insurers writing state,
county, and municipal liability coverage, often many years before the convictions are
overturned. Many of these sentences are overturned by the work of The Innocence
Project. What is The Innocence Project, its nationwide work, and track record? You
will hear the story of The Innocence Project and its case histories told by one of its
principals. The Blockbuster program also will address the nature and parameters of
wrongful convictions claims, claims arising under 42 USC §1983, malicious prosecution, suppression of exculpatory evidence, fabrication of evidence and conspiracy.
Participate in a roundtable discussion of how to defend these claims, as well as the
significant coverage issues that can arise from an array of different types of liability
coverages including commercial general liability, law enforcement liability, directors
and officers, excess, and umbrella liability insurance.
• Janis C. Puracal, Oregon Innocence Project, Portman, Oregon
• Thomas P. Miller, Christie Law Group, PLLC, Seattle, Washington
• Robert C. Lockwood, Wilmer & Lee, Huntsville, Alabama
• Lauren S. Curtis, Traub Lieberman Straus & Shrewsberry , St. Petersburg, Florida
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ENERGY UTILITIES LAW SECTION
Join Section Chair Marjorie Berger, and Vice Chairs Ryan Beckett and Bruce Parkerson, and participate in the ground breaking of this newest Federation substantive
law section. Become a charter member of the Section and help shape its growth
and future course.
• Marjorie J. Berger, American Nuclear Insurers, Glastonbury, Connecticut
• P. Ryan Beckett, ButlerSnow, Ridgeland, Mississippi
• G. Bruce Parkerson, Plauche Maselli Parkerson, LLP, New Orleans, Louisiana

DRUG DEVICE AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
SECTION; HEALTHCARE PRACTICE SECTION
Seller Beware: The Rise of Slack Fill
and Other Empty Suit Litigation
We are continually exposed to situations that may impact our physical health and emotional wellbeing, including from such mundane things as inhaling exhaust from passing
vehicles or jostling our fellow passengers in a crowded train, to more devastating events
such as observing a close friend suffer from an illness. State consumer laws relax some
elements required for certain claims, although they were originally not intended to provide
compensate people whose purchase of a product had no connection to allegedly deceptive qualities or advertisements. Yet the plaintiffs’ bar, ever inventive, finds new ways to
see liability for seemingly every type of physical injury or economic harm that occurs in
America under a “no injury” theory. These types of claims have been coined “empty suit
litigation,” claims in which the harm to plaintiffs is illusory. Recovery is sought for speculative present and future “injuries” relying upon a sometimes-fictitious construction of economic law from equally inventive expert witnesses. This roundtable discussion will be led
by a panel of representatives and a legal expert discussing claims for recovery of emotional
harm, liability for the estimated costs of medical monitoring following alleged exposure
to potentially harmful substances absent physical injury, class action litigation involving a
product’s actual value being lower than the purchase price and class actions challenging
product labeling, or advertising on behalf of all consumers where only a few allegedly were
actually misled. The panel also will lead a discussion on the judicial and defense response
to such claims, including application of safeguards governing class certification and expert
testimony, as well as curbing lawyers who knowingly file meritless claims.
• Chris Barrett, Associate Director, Actavis, Parsippany, New York
• Gary Kelly, GNC Acquisition Holdings, Inc., Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
• Cary Silverman, Shook Hardy, Washington, DC
• Daniel Joseph Herling, Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C., San Francisco, California
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CLASS ACTION AND MULTI-DISTRICT
LITIGATION SECTION and TRIAL TACTICS,
PRACTICE PROCEDURES SECTION
ESI Discovery and Spoliation of Evidence: The Amended
Rules and their Impact on Discovery and Trial
The amendments to the Federal Rules, effective December 15, 2015, will impact
preservation and discovery of ESI, the discovery process, spoliation issues, and sanctions for discovery abuse. The Class Action and Trial Tactics Sections have teamed
up to focus on “What you need to know” -- in terms of what has changed and how
it can impact your practice. You will also be updated on what defense organizations are doing in response to the Rules changes. Don’t miss this timely and informative program.
• Terence Ridley, Wheeler Trigg O’Donnell LLP, Denver, Colorado
• Gray Culbreath, Gallivan, White & Boyd, PA, Columbia, South Carolina
• Edward B. Ruff III, Pretzel & Stouffer, Chicago, Illinois
• Christopher P. DePhillips, Gibbons PC, Newark, New Jersey
• Stephen C. Pasarow, Knapp, Peterson & Clarke, Grenada, California
• Paul C. Kuhnel. LeClairRyan, Roanoke, Virginia
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9:00-9:30 Networking Opportunity

Plenary
9:30-11:30

9:30-10:15 Business Meeting
10:15-10:30 PRESENTATION ON ANNUAL MEETING
La Malbaie, Quebec, Canada
• Michael T. Glascott, Goldberg Segalla, and Tricia Glascott, Buffalo, New York

10:30-11:30 CLOSING KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Michael Rogers “THE PRACTICAL FUTURIST”
Technology pioneer, visionary, best-selling author and award-winning journalist
Michael Rogers is The Practical Futurist, helping businesses worldwide to think
about the future. He has worked with companies ranging from FedEx, Boeing and
NBC Universal to Prudential, Dow Corning, American Express and Genentech.
Mr. Rogers will provide us with invaluable insight by describing not only what the
practice of law will be like in the future, but also how these changes to the legal
profession will offer new opportunities. But he will share more than just insight.
Mr. Rogers will provide concrete steps we can take today to guide our strategy for
the future providing not just a sense of what to expect, but what we can do now to
prepare. Mr. Rogers’ presentation will not focus solely on law but will also weave in
elements of culture and demographics, particularly the impact of the next generation. Recently completing two years as a futurist-in-residence for the New York
Times Company, he also writes The Practical Futurist column for NBC.com. For
ten years, he was President of the Washington Post Company’s New Media Division, guiding both the newspaper and Newsweek into the new century. He is a
regular guest on television, including Good Morning America, The Today Show,
PBS, CNN and the History Channel. Michael’s background is in physics and
creative writing from Stanford University with training in finance and management
at Stanford’s Business School’s Executive Program. He began his career as a writer
for Rolling Stone and went on to co-found Outside Magazine and then launched
Newsweek’s technology column, winning numerous journalism awards. He later
became Editor and General Manager of Newsweek.com. He has received patents
for multi-media story-telling and has been named to Who’s Who in Science and
Engineering and the Magazine Digital Hall of Fame. Michael also is a best-selling
novelist whose fiction explores the human impact of technology. He lives in New
York City where he works on book and television projects.
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2:00-3:30 Surfing Lessons

12:30-4:30 Sail the Seas on the Stars and Stripes
12:30-4:30 San Diego Zoo Self Guided Tour
12:30-4:30 Mike Neil History Tour
6:30-11:00 Children’s Party
6:30-7:30 Cocktails & Appetizers in the Courtyard
7:30-11:00 The Pacific Rim Dinner Dance
We end the week in the beautiful oceanview Ballroom where our view will be the
Pacific ocean and our menu will take us on a culinary cruise around the Pacific Rim.
The night finishes with dancing to the nine piece band, NRG. Suits and cocktail
dresses will do justice to the elegant surroundings.
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OTHER
ACTIVITIES
Check out these other great activities
around The Del and the San Diego area.

STAY AT THE DEL
The Spa at The Del offers 50 different treatments plus sauna,
steam room and pools. hoteldel.com/coronado-spa/
Surrey Bike Rides are fun 6 passenger bikes available at the PeDel rental office right
on the hotel’s property. Standard bikes are also available. The trip around the island
is about 6 almost level miles. 619 433-9956
Shopping at The Del is more extensive than you might think with 16
boutiques.
Enjoy a walk along the beach.
Relax by the Pool.

VENTURE OUT THE DOOR TO
CORONADO ISLAND
Orange Avenue crosses the island and is lined with shops, restaurants, theaters,
a library, and parks so just head out the door and go for a stroll. More information about all the best stops (including a Scottish kilt shop!) along the way will be
included in your registration packet upon arrival.
Coronado Walking Tour, a 90 minute guided tour of Coronado historic spots.
Coronado Tree Tour, I don’t know, but it’s got to be interesting! (619)435-1760
SoCal Food Tour, a 3 hour tour of Coronado focused on food! (619)940-7188.
Public Art Walking Tour, a self guided tour through the core of Coronado.
Silver Strand State Park Beach is just down the road and feels more remote, more
natural than The Del beach.

GETTING A LITTLE MORE ADVENTUROUS CROSS THE BAY TO SAN DIEGO
San Diego Safari Park, an African and Asian themed safari park with 3500 rare and
exotic animals. It’s a bit of a drive.
Gaslamp District is full of restaurants, bars, night clubs and boutiques. It is San
Diego’s “big city “ experience.
Balboa Park was originally built for the 1915 Panama-California Exposition and is
now the cultural center of San Diego with 15 museums, botanical gardens, and great
views of the city.
Old Town is the place to go to see California’s first settlement dating from the
1700’s when the Spanish began their western explorations. Museums, shops, and
very popular Mexican food establishments will keep you busy for an afternoon.
Cabrillo National Monument, on top of Point Loma, has expansive views of city
and ocean, the first lighthouse, and down a very steep path, really fun tide pools.
Mission San Diego de Alacala is California’s first mission founded in 1769! It is
the beginning of the Mission Trail or El Camino Real that ends 600 miles and 21
missions later in the wine country of Sonoma Valley. If you can’t make it on Mike’s
tour, come see for yourself.

Check out the Crystal Pier
in Pacific Beach.

IF YOU’RE REALLY RESTLESS,
BUST OUT OF THE CORE AND GO NORTH
Whale Watching didn’t make our cut for organized excursions because the timing
was too tight for a big group, but it is a good time of year to go see the Gray whales
migrating between the lagoons of Baja California and the Bering Sea. Try San
Diego Whale Watch or Flagship which uses naturalists from the Birch Aquarium
as guides. Here are links to both: sdwhalewatch.com flagshipsd.com/cruises/
whale-watching-san-diego

Ocean Beach, Pacific Beach, Mission Beach … Check out the string of beach communities as you go north out of the city. Each has its own personality and all are
filled with people enjoying the southern California casual lifestyle. Be a part of it,
at least for an afternoon.
The Birch Aquarium at Scripps Institute of Oceanography will bring the wonders of
the sea to you from sharks to seahorses. It’s a drive to La Jolla, but combine it with
the following ideas and you have a day!
Kayak the Caves of La Jolla, an activity we did not preview for you but are told is
tons of fun. (853)459-1114.
Shopping and eating in La Jolla is the other big draw to the beautiful, wealthy,
refined community. It is about 40 minutes north of Coronado.

Tour Taylor Guitars! Did you know Taylor Guitars are made about an hour NE of
San Diego in El Cajon? They give tours each weekday at 1:00 and last about 1 hour
15 minutes. If you are into guitars, this is for you.

DINING
AT THE DEL
Sheerwater

1500 Ocean

The hotel’s main eatery serves breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The breakfast is a
sprawling, varied, and delicious buffet. Lunch offerings include salads, grills, and
barbecue. Dinner is fish-focused and includes a raw bar. Dine on the umbrella dotted patio with ocean and garden views or cozy up inside at this comfortable restaurant that is sure to suit all pallets.
Dress to dine at The Del’s signature restaurant, 1500 OCEAN, which takes its
inspiration from its ocean view in spotlighting California Coastal cuisine. Local
farmers and single line fishermen supply the ingredients and is a point of pride to
the chef in creating her menu. A well curated wine list compliments this fine dining experience.

ENO Pizzaria and
Wine Bar

This casual eatery celebrates the art of wood fire pizzas. Salads and charcuterie
round out the menu. Dine in or out at this family friendly restaurant tucked behind
the sundeck.

Sun Deck Bar & Grill

The Sun Deck offers expansive views of the property, beach, and ocean to compliment the casual, south of the border inspired menu featuring a taco bar and multiple
guacamoles. It is a perfect place for lunch, an afternoon snack, or refreshing sunset
drink.

Babcock & Story

Named for the hotel’s visionary founders, this lively sports bar is a great place for
craft beers, classic cocktails and casual dining favorites like burgers, sliders and fish
and chips. Live music Tuesday - Saturday.

Babcock & Story
Bakery

For a quick morning bite, pick-me-up or lunch on the go, this popular bakery serves
gourmet coffee, artisan teas, pizza by-the-slice, sandwiches, salads, and freshly baked
breads and pastries 24 hours a day.

MooTime Creamery

Create your favorite made-to-order treat in this nostalgic 1950s ice cream parlor
with handcrafted ice cream, sherbet and yogurt, freshly made waffle cones, and all
the fixin’s. Open daily noon-9pm (until 10pm Friday and Saturday).

DINING ON
CORONADO
Stroll Orange Avenue
for many, many restaurants,
cafes and bars to match
all tastes.

Leroy’s
Kitchen & Lounge

Coronado local David Spatafore has brought farm-to-table dining to the island with
Leroy’s Kitchen + Lounge. Under his company, Blue Bridge Hospitality, he is also the
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, owner of longtime favorite Coronado spots Village Pizzeria, MooTime Creamery, Lil’
Late Night Piggy’s Bar-B-Q, Stake Chophouse & Bar, and Coronado Coffee Company.
Specializing in eclectic food from sustainable sources, Leroy’s serves fresh farmto-table fare with global influences. Leroy’s is committed to local, sustainable and
fresh food principles, sourcing ingredients locally to provide diverse, natural flavors.
Leroy’s highlights simple ingredients with unique flavor pairings, from mushroom
+ chevre ravioli with chanterelle and black garlic to roasted brussels sprouts with
orange + chili marmalade. Menus change seasonally.
Craft beer flights and stiff signature cocktails complement the menu nicely. Unique
ingredients such as ginger beer, chipotle vodka and rose water add unexpected flavors
to our one-of-a-kind mixed drinks. Craft beers on tap hail close to home, representing a selection of San Diego County’s best microbrews.

Chez Loma
Dinner

Stake
Happy Hour and Dinner

Chez Loma’s chef and partner Alejandro Martinez, loves the delights of simple
traditional cooking while using the freshest ingredients: braised meats that fall of
the bone, crisp vegetables with simple vinaigrettes, humanely raised cattle and wild
caught fish. Alejandro’s simple but precise cooking style is based on one thought: a
good cook knows how to treat the ingredients to let them shine. The style here is
French and the atmosphere is California comfortable.
The stunning 4,600 square-foot, second-story venue offers a modern take on the
classic chophouse of decades past. Allowing guests to indulge in a variety of offerings,
versus more traditional, larger-style entrée portions, Executive Chef Tim Kolanko’s
menu includes a number of share-friendly filets, chops and dry-aged prime steak, an
expansive selection of ice cold shellfish & crudo, healthy salads and rustic, wood fireroasted side dishes, in addition to a handful of freshly composed seafood entrées.
Stake is walking distance from the hotel and has a rooftop bar overlooking Orange
Avenue and has great reviews for this relatively new Coronado restaurant.

DINING ON
CORONADO
Stroll Orange Avenue
for many, many restaurants,
cafes and bars to match
all tastes.

Vigilucci’s Ristorante
Lunch and Dinner

The newest restaurant in the Vigilucci’s Restaurant Group, Vigilucci’s Ristorante Coronado, features an extensive menu of Italian favorites, certified prime steaks, and fresh
seafood. The restaurant’s dog-friendly patio overlooks bustling Orange Avenue and is a
big draw. This restaurant gets solid reviews but probably won’t knock your socks off.

Il Fornaio

This Italian restaurant is part of a well respected chain. The menus is reliable and
based in solid Italian traditions. There is a regional menu that changes each month
focusing on the various culinary traditions of Italy. This Coronado establishment has
outdoor seating and views looking across San Diego Bay to the city.

Clayton’s Coffee Shop

Described in Zagat as “A throwback from times past,” this American diner is a Coronado institution plying all kinds of comfort food from burgers to biscuits and gravy at
wallet-friendly prices; a horseshoe counter, chrome barstools, and tableside jukeboxes
complete the 50s malt-shop experience. Clayton’s is most loved for its breakfasts and
the lines may prove it. This is not fine dining, but just might be what you are looking
for if basic eats are your pleasure.

Burger Lounge

Advertised as the original grass fed burger place, you can count on quality ingredients
at this very popular, casual eatery on Orange Avenue.

Lunch, Dinner,
and Late Night

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner,
and Late Night

Lunch and Dinner

This Trip Advisor reviewer put it well, “I love this place. Everything is natural and/or
organic and is fresh and tasty. The chicken “digglers” AKA nuggets, are delish! Never had
anything like them. They are light and flavorful and are plentiful! There are grass fed beef
burgers, veggie selections, salads, something for everyone. Several choices for fries and
even the soft drinks are natural! They have a good kids’ menu and some desserts as well.”

ARRIVALS
We encourage everyone to arrive on Sunday because the program begins Monday
morning followed immediately by some of the best afternoon activities we are
offering!
Flights bring you right to the heart of San Diego making renting a car unnecessary.
We recommend flying to San Diego because it can be a long, congested drive from
LA. Directions for getting here are easy. Fly to San Diego, hop in a hired car and
arrive. If you are driving, it’s also easy. Just enter the address into your smart device
and follow directions!
Hotel Del Coronado has teamed up with Uber to provide safe and easy transport
to your destination. To get your first Uber ride free (up to $20), sign up at get.uber.
com/go/hoteldel, or download the app, and enter the promo code hoteldel.
To arrange for private car service, contact LaCosta Limousine at 1-888-299-5466.
Approximate taxi fare each way to San Diego International Airport – $30.
You may also contact Del Concierge for assistance at concierge@hoteldel.com or
1-800-HOTEL-DEL.
Car Rental is available at the airport or call the Hertz desk at The Del, 619-5228539 or 619-435-2482
Book your room directly or click the link below and reference the FDCC to receive group
rates. Standard rooms start at $263 + current taxes. The group rate, based on availability,
will be honored for three days before and after our event. Check in is 4:00 pm, checkout is
noon. Call the Hotel Del reservations number at 800-468-3533 and mention the “FDCC”
Conference: Feb 28-Mar 4, 2016.
click the link below for:

Hotel Reservations

Hotel Del Coronado
1500 Orange Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118
1-800-HOTELDEL
(1-800-468-3533)
619-435-6611

REGISTRATION
For more information,
please contact
the FDCC Office at
813-983-0022
or Executive Director
Marty Streeper,
mstreeper@thefederation.org

ELECTRONIC

Available through Friday, January 15,
2016 on the FDCC website.

Click Here to Register
MAIL

Complete the registration form and
send it, along with your credit card information or check to:
FDCC 2016 Winter Meeting
11812 North 56th Street
Tampa, FL 33617 USA

CREDIT CARD

Visa, MasterCard, and American Express will be accepted for convention
registration payments and a $75 administrative fee that will be added. If you
pay by check, the administrative fee will
be waived.

CANCELLATIONS

We hope you will not have to cancel or
ask for a refund once you have registered
for the convention. We realize, however,
that trial schedules and last minute
emergencies may require cancellation
and a request for a refund. Please be
advised of the Board approved refund
policies included on the attached
registration form.

HOST LIST
We thank our hosts
for their enthusiatic participation.

Joe Fasi and Lynn Fasi
Mike Bridwell and Shelly Bridwell
Dan Kohane and Chris Naples
Mike Lucey and Jenny Lucey
Jay Old and Ann Clary Old
Christian Steinmetz and Georgia Steinmetz
Reid Manley and Alison Manley
Frank Ramos and Ana Ramos
David Zizik and Karen Baker
Mike Hurvitz and Lauren Hardisty
Rob Adams and Sue Adams
Kenneth Moreno and Laura Moreno
Bob Biggs and Suzanne Biggs
David Fuqua and Debra Fuqua
Vicki Roberts
Jeff Lorell and Elizabeth Lorell
Michael Scott and Lee Scott
Brett Preston and Amanda Preston
Clint Cox and Heather Cox
Chris Rodd and Susan Davis
Marc Harwell and Holly Harwell
Sam Carucci and Anne Carucci
Scott Kreamer and Susan Kreamer
Jesse Harris and Alaina Harris
Tim Pratt and Christie Geier-Pratt
David Jaroslaw and Ilene Jaroslaw
Todd Roberts and Debbie Roberts
Mike Glascott and Trisha Glascott
Gale White and Charlie Henderson
Paul Childress and Kari Childress
John Rahoy and Elaine Rahoy
John Wilkerson and Sharon Wilkerson
Brad Box and Angela Box
Kurt Rozelsky and Pam Rozelsky
Victor Anderson and Dianne Anderson
John Quinn and Lisa Quinn
John Trimble and Ann Trimble
Todd Raskin and Cindy Raskin
Clark Cole and Eileen Cole
Charles Griffin and Lora Griffin
Dave MacMain and Lisa MacMain
Ron Clark and Kathy Clark
Terence Ridley and Nicole Ridley
Fred Johs and Allison Shields
Pete Doody and Julie Doody
Jay Davis and Ashley Davis
Evelyn Davis and Ernest Davis
Daniel Mawhinney and Laura Campbell
Amy Militech and Joe Kovarik
Jim Clancey and Renee Clancey
John Woodard and Carolyn Woodard
Mike Neil and Jan Neil
Clark Hudson and Debbie Hudson
Bill Koska and Lisa Koska
Paul Prather and Victoria Forbes
John Mitchell and Ann Mitchell
Tony Tagliagambe and Michele Tagliagambe
Steve Goldstein and Mary Casey-Goldstein
Tom Miller and Sara Miller
Dart Meadows and Carol Meadows
Mills Gallivan and Carol Anne Gallivan

SPONSORS
www.americanjurycenters.com

www.globallegal.com

www.hawcpa.com

www.tgoakes.com/#1

www.sealimited.com

We thank
our loyal
sponsors for
bringing
value to our
meeting.

